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probably would attempt to expand the satellite net 
works to as many· as four EORSATTs and four to seven 

25X1RORSAT 
25X1 
25X1 withheld per CIA Statutestatute 

average lifetimes-two to four months for the 
RORSAT. and five to 10 months for the EOHS:\ T. 
l However this may not be a significant limitation tn 
their wartime targeting mission. The Soviets probably 
recognize that these satellites are vulnerable and 
would be short lived once hostilities began. The satrl
lites would be useful jusl before hostilitiesand as 

- Excessive time required for n single satellite to 
revisit a given tar~t't-six lo 14 hours at northern 
latitudes and about 28 hours at the equator. A 
nt>lwork networkat least four EORSATTs is required lo 
provide nearly continuous targeting data-that 
is. no more than two hours old-at high altitudes. 

hostilities begin. We expect the Soviets to attempt to 

complete a _full EORSAT/RORSAT network with 

25X1 and 
-

launches by SL-I ls in a matter of days. •--

and capabilities uf the 

The RORSAT system also has some major limitations. 
induding:25X1 

25X1 
25X1 CIA ~tatute 

2i. 27. EORSAT will probably continue to be used 
for the next several years, improvements under way in 

IV-8 
TCS 5330-85/ 11 Top Secret 

the EORSAT program include fitting out new Soviet 
naval c:ombatants to receive the collected data directly 
and increasing satellite lifetime We project evolution 

25X1 
25X1 
25X1 CIAStatute 

28. The T .. m completements theRORSAT system 
EORSAT. The RORSAT uses a radar capable of 
detecting and locating shi JS of clestro yer class 25X1 
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numerous on· 
board systems failures resulting in shortened satell ite 
lifetimes. Typical RORSATS are in orbit for only 
about 90 days even though the quantity of onboard 
propellants for orbit maintenance is sufficient for 
mission durations of about 210 days, and the nuclear 
reactor power supply should last at least a year. T hus 
the system probably has a longer design li fe than is 
currently achieved, and we expect Sovie t e fforts to 
extend RORSAT opera ting lifetimes. Although we 
have no evidence of such a system, we estimate that 
there is a moderate likelihood that an advanced 
l\ORSAT will be deployed in the late 1980s tha t will 
be able to operate in adverse weather conditions and 
may be less susceptible to jamming and e lectronic 
countermeasures. We are less confident of our esti
mate than in the past because, although the Soviets 
I 

Oceanographic Research 

31. T he Soviets launched the fi rst two in a new 
series of ocean research sate llites in 1983 and 1984. 
These satellites are equipped with a side-looking rea l
aperture radar, a visible and near-infrared multispec 
lral scanner, and a microwave radiometer for monitor
ing the world's oceans (see figure IV-7). Ocean 
research satellites can transmit data to land-based 
receiving stations or lo ships at sea. The first satellite 
gained widespread publicity in 1983 when it assisted 
in the rescue of icebound Soviet ships navigating the 
Soviet Northern Sea rou te. ~ 

IV-9 

32. We expect the Soviets to continue lo launch 
ocean research sate llites at a rate of about one a year. 
We also anticipate that such satellites will be used 
primarily for military missions, such as providing ice 
information for Sovie t SSNs and SSBNs, provid ing 
ocean anomalies that could make submarines less 
vulnerable to acoustic detection or could enhance 
ASW operations, and locating ice-free sea routes. 

Antisubmarine Warfare 

33. We a re concerned about the energetic Soviet 
effort to develop a capability to remotely sense subma-

35. Soviet nonacoustic ASW detection systems th:it 
could be deployed within the next 10 years are 
unlikely to pose any significant threat lo US SSBNs on 
patrol but could possibly be applicable to protection of 
Soviet SSBNs in bastion areas: 

- An operational space-based remote-sensing Sys 

tern could not be avai lable in less than 10 years 

See NIE 11-38-84/85 Vol. II. chapter3, for an expanded 
discussion of Soviet ASW capabilities (u) 

TCS 5330-85/ll Top Secret 
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Figure IV-7 
Cosmos 1500 Ocean Research Satelli te 

Unclassified 

from the start of engineering development.Thus 

constraint is imposed by Soviet design practices. 
as demonstrated by numerous development pro

grams.) The wide range o f continuing experi 
mentation. however . suggests that the Soviets 
have not yet selected ;1 sensor for engineering 

devel·I,,pm,·n t. 

- In view of operational considerations. the diffi

culties in exploiting the basic phenomena and 
the major advances required in high-speed com 

IV-10 

puting and i11 sensor and signal-processing tech-
nologies. we do not believe there is a realistic 
possib ility that the Soviets w ill be able to deploy 
i11 the 1990s a system that could reliably monitor 
U·s SSBNsoperating in the open ocean. 

Thereis a low-to-moderate 10 to 60 percent) 

probability tha t the Soviets could deploy in the 

mid-1990s ,111 ASW remote detection system that 
would operate with som effectivenessif enemy 

SS\s approached ASW barriers nearSoviet SSBN 
bastions.CIA Statute 

Top Secret 
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Ballistic Missile La unch Detection 

36. The Soviet launch detection satellite (LDS) net
work current! rovides cont inuous 24-hour coverage, 

f all US ICBM fields. The 

• a a • • • • • • • 

25X1 
satellites can detect both isolated and massive launches 
of US ICBMs and can provide about 30 minutes· 
warning before impact. They can also provide limited 
information ubuut the nature of an attack. As current
ly configured. operational constraints prohibit the 
system from being able to cover US SLBM launch 
areas or Chinese missile launch areas 

I 
25X1 

CIA Statute 

IV- I I 
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39. It is likely that the Soviets are developing a new 

geosynchronoussystem uf satellitesln expand launch
detection coverage to SLBM launch areas and China. 

In 1982 the Soviets requested from the l11tern:1tio11al 
Frequency Registration Board that four satellite posi
t ions in geosynchronous orhi t be reserved for them. 
giving radio frequency ranges currently used by their r 

LDS network. The Soviets claimed the mission fnr this 
network uf satellites called Prognoz would be lo stud y 
oceanic and atmospheric phenomena. 111 addition. 

construction at a complex outside uf Moscow tha t 

supports the current LDS network 25X1 
withheld per 25X1preparations to han
dle a geosynchronous capability as well 
-Such a geosynchronous LOS would assist launch 

confirmation. lt cou ld also improve warning time for 

SLBM launches by as much as 15 to 20 minutes 
depending o n the location of the SSBN. lt probably 
could provide additional coverage of launches of land
based ball istic missiles from Europe.. a nd Asia as well. 
Initial flight tests are expected to begin in l 98(i-87, 
and an operational k · t I to be deployed 
by the early 1990s.CIA Statute 

40. The reason for the consider~ 
coverage of the four satellite positions~ 
may be related to providing more reliable launch 
confirmation. The coverage of a new downward 
looking LOS system could be extt·nded lo include tl1e 
Pacific patrol areas of L'S USSBNsCIA Statute 

41. The Soviets have recently placed two LDS 
satellites into geosynchronousorbit,25X1 

JV-12 
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A I oug i l the Prognoz sluts are being filled 

C05434076 

CIA Statute 
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with 1 second-generation. ATH-looking LDS spacecraft 
providing limited SLBM coverage> in the: Atlantic, we 
believe that this is only an interim step be 
"Earth-loo ·it " 

these satellites would have a potential 
to cover current Atlantic patrol areas of u S SSRBNsbut 
1101 Pacific p • • • or West European

CIA Statute launch areas. 

Nuclear Detection 

42. W e have not ide ntified a Soviet satellite that 
provides da ta on nuclear events. Several Soviet satel
li tes in synchronous and semisynchronous orbits 
v · · · • · · • surface. 

on them. One 
possi 1 1 r 1s I thatnuc ear c etection packages could be 
carried on the new CLOl\ASS navigation satellites. 
Another possibility is that scientific satellites that are 
placed into highly elliptic orbits (five times synchron 
nous) cou ld carry nuclear detectors. According to 

Soviet open sources, scientificsatellites collect data on 
solar radiation to improve the forecasting of the effects 
of solar proto n flares. Also, scientific papers associated 
with this satellite program have addressed nuclear 
detection from space implying that solar forecasting: 
satellites I • I y mission of nuclear 
d etection. CIA Statute 

Aircraft Surveillance 

43. The Soviets probably perceive a need to detect 
and locate US aircraft in flight over certain critical 
routes around the world. T hus the Sovie ts may wish to 
develop ad vanced space systems using radars or lR 
sensors to detect aircraft in flight. A I though the detec
tion of very small vehicles, such ns cruise m issiles, will 
most likely not be possible for some time. overhead 
detection of large aircraft, such as bombers and cru ise 
missile carriers. will soon be a technological possibility 
for the Sovie ts. We estimate there is a low-to-moderate 
chance that orbital flight tests of a space'-based radar 
system for aircraft de tection and localizat ion will be 
conducted in the early-to-middle 1990s and moderate 
chance by t he year 2000. We judge it less likely that a 
space-based infrared system will be pursued. If they 
do elect tu develop an infrared system, we estimate 
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d in the mid-1990s. 

-1..J. The. development of sufficiently large antennas -
that can be properly deployed in space appears to be a 
critical technology for a space-based radar for detect 
ing aircraft. A 10-meter diameter. 2-GHz antenna was 
tested in 1979 on Salyut 6. However, further develop 
ment and testing would be required before an antenna 
of sufficient size or accurate shape could be developed 
for this mission. A 10-meter-diameter. 6. to 9-GHz 
antenna, or an equivalently larger antenna operating 
at a lower frequency {30 meters at 2 GHz), would be a 
major step toward acquiring the required technology 

45. An operating network of l!llace-b.,sed radars for 
aircraft detection would require several satellites de 
pending on detection and tracking requirements. It 
could take- one of several forms because factors such as 
radiated power. search rate, detection range. and area 
to be covered must be considered. An example of a 

system concept is three satellites in elliptical 7,000-km 
polar orbits that could provide continuous coverage of 
the northern area. Another system concept would be 
three to six satellites in 1.700-km polar orbits.-

46. A space-based infrared system capable of per 
forming this task would probably operate in the fur 
infrared region (8 to 14 microns) and would be based 
on detecting the temperature difference between the 
aircraft and the Earth background. This trpc type 
detection requires that the sensors be small enough 
that the aircraft would occupy a significant amount of 
the area covered breach element To provide continu
ous coverage of a significant area on the Earth requires 
a large number of small sensor elements (cm the order 
of 100 mi1lion elements). An ideal system may consist 

I .h d dar with a backup IR sensor . 
CIA Statute 

47. For both systems a real-time communications 
link is essential to the operational capability of the 
surveillance system. The link between ground station 
and sensor satellites should permit the operator at the 
ground site lo have direct access to satellites at all 
limes. Therefore satellite-to-satellite data relay is 
mand ..tory for any low-or line of

CIA Statute •sight of its ground station 

48. Two methods of processing the sensor return 
signals are possible: on board the satellite or terrestrial 

that a prototype could be testedground withheld per 25X1signal processor 011 the:
spacecraft has several advantages 

- 1t would permit the real-time transmission of 
target data directly to the user. 

- It also allows for a much narrower bandwidth for 
the data link on the order of I MHz versus I 00 
MHz) as compared with the method for central 
ground-site processing. 

·- It has the potential of achieving a higher level of 
electronic counter-countermeasure (ECCM) ca
pability for the downlink. 

- conceivably.onboard processing of the raw sen 
sor data could enable the target location data lo 
be transmitted from the spacecraft to an airborne 
warning and control system (AWACS or inter 
ceptor . hrough the ground

CIA Statutestation 

49. Both onboard and ground-based processing 
have difficulties associated with them: 

- Outboardprocessing requires the development or 
acquisition of minicomputers more capable than 
those currently available to the Soviets and a 
processing capability for handling extremely 
large amounts of data. 

- For ground-based processing. the raw sensor data 
would most likelybe• digitized on board and then 
transmitted to the ground site in real time via 
direct data link when the surveillance satellite is 
within view of the site or via a satellite-to
satellite relay data link when the surveillance 
satellite is out of view Although the ground-site 
processing approach requires the least hardware 
in the spacecraft. it does demand a very wide 
bandwidth for the downlink. A downlink band 
width capable of hand)· abits 

second is required. CIA Statute per 

50. The hi1,th data requirements in real-time signal 
processing anticipated for space-based sensors incorpo
rating moving target indicator. target discrimination, 
signature analysis and computer-driven control func
linns will require an onboard central processor and 
cannot be performed by downlink and ground-based 
processing. Such ground-based support would require 
extremely high data rates probably not achievable 
with current digital circuitry current soviet integrat
ed circuit technology probably lacks the maturity to 
provide the high data rates for sophisticated processing 
either on hoard or for multiplexed downlinks CIAStatute 

IV-14 
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Communications and Doto Relay 

51. The USSR continues to increase its use of 
communications satellites for ils military, government. 
and civil communications. Al the same time, Soviet 
ground-based high-frenuency {HF) communications 
have been enhanced providing added flexibility and 
improved redundancy with various microwave. lro
poscatter. and landline communications systems. T he 
projected developments will have the advantages of 
signi ficantly improving the speed, flexibility, and reli
ability of command and control and other communi
cations. CIA Statute 

Current and future Soviet comsat systems are 
in table IV-2 25X1 
The USSR currently operates six comsat 

networ:s. Four of these-Molniya1, Molniya3, Sta l
sionar, and Statsionar T •-use satellites in high-alti
tude (semisynchronous and geostationa ry) orbits. These 
sa tellites use wideband transponder systems for real
time reception. amplificat ion. and retransmittal of 
communications signals. The other two comsat sys

tems- designated as multiple-payload and single-pay-
load communica tions satellites (MPCS and SPCS)- are 
in low-altitude orbits. These systems use specially 
designed satellites that record Soviet communications 
for transmittal at a later time (store-dump). \\'ith the 
exception of the Ekra11 television relay and amateur 
radio satellites, all existing Soviet comsats are used, i11 
some cases exclusively to support the Soviet military 

I • . I 

25X1 

25X1 CIA Statute 

52. 
sum marize 

' 

53. Molniya 1. The Molniya l comsat system con
25X1 four satellites. 

• The Statsionar system (currently utilizing both Raduga and 
Gorizont satellites) is tn occupy 18 orbital positions. The Statsionar T 
system. consisting of Ekran television satellites, 
positio

occupies one orbital 

TCS 5330-85/ II 
IV-15 

TopSecretel 
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Table IV-2 
Current and Prospective Soviet Satellite Commun ications Systems 

( Communications System Number of Satellites Orbit 
in System .. 

Current 

MPCS 06-24 1.500 km circular 

SPCS 3-6 800 km circular 

Molniya I 8 Semisy nchronous 

Molniya 3 4 Semisy nchronous 

Statisonar IS h Geosy nchronous 

Slatsicmar T , geosynchronous 

mateur radio variable 1,800 km circular Amateur radio operators 

future." 

Cals (6) b geosynchronous Military 

Volna (4) geosynchronous 25X1 

(6) b Geosy nchronous I 

VolnaM (5) b Geosy nchronous I 

luch (4) Ggeosynchronous I 

. I 
·' 

IV-16 

Top Secret 
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58. Ekran. The Soviets use the designation Stat
s ionar T lo refer to a d irect broadcast TV system of 
geostationary satell ites. Satelli tes in th is series. named 
Ekran broadcast a high-power television signal that 
,·an be received by small ground terminals a ll over the 
USSR Fourteteen Ekran satellites ha ve been launched 
to date usually al six- to seven- mont h intervals. T he 
sole function of Ek ran satellites is to transmit television 

from Moscownationwide. According to l Fl! Jl fi li ngs a 
second series o f T\' direct broa 
operate at different frequencies 

25X1 
25X1 
I 

25X1 the multiple-payload commu 

The Soviets maintain I6 lo 24 of these 
I ,'5OO-km circular withheld per 25X1 

The Soviets maintain at 
least t hrC'r and as many as six of these satellites in 

25X1 
25X1 

• 60.The Direction of Comsat Development. 

CIA Statute 

61. The USSRis actively pursuing a comprehensive 
program for geostationary communications systems 
that could include satellites that serve more than one 

IV-18 
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comrnunicatio11s network, intersatellite crosslinking, 
and laser communications links. Six communications 
networks are being developed Volna, Volna-M, Gals, 
Luc h. Luch-P, anti More. Figure IV-1 2 compares the 
orbital positions of satellites in the curre nt a nd 
planned geosynchronous communications networks. 
Hybrid satellites that carry t ransponders for more than 
one com munication network are being developed. The 
fi rst hybrid satellite, Gorizonl 5 launched i11 March 
I982, carries Statsionar, \'ol na. and Luch transpon 
ders. which operate a t different frequencies. All Gori-thiszonts o . . . . . . . Gorizont 6, are 

CIA Statutehybrid. 

62. We project that a system of four hybrid com
munications satellites carrying transponders for the 
Sta tsionar. Volna. a11d Luch networks primar ily w ill 
support eivilia11 users. Transponders of the even 
numbered positions of the Volna system are designed 
to be used with air- and sea-mobile terminals. while all 
transponder~ of the Luch srstem are to be used for 
telephone, telegraph TV, and radio t rans111issinns. T he 
Soviets have recently filed for another four-satellite> 
network called More, which w ill likely serve ci,·il 
maritime users. We infer from this filing that they 
may intend to supplant the Ina 

CIA Statute •positions w ith the more system. 

63. The proposed geostationary locatio11s a nd allo
cated frequencies further suggest that transpandt-rs of 
the Statsionar. Statsionar-D, Gals, Luch-P. \ 'olna (odd 
numbered positions only), and Volna-M networks may 
be combined on single hybrid satellites to form a six
satellite multiple-band communications system with 
near-worldwide col'eragr for milita ry command and 
control communications. The frequencies to be used in 
the Gals network (8 GH z uplink /7 GHz downlink are 
internationally recognized for military communica
tions satellites. Satellites with Gals transponders will 
have both globa l and regional beams. In addition, 
Soviet fil ings indicate that two satellites will have spot 
beam capabilities directed at regions in the North 
Atlantic and North Pacific. suggesting naval roles.The 
Soviets have recently filed for a new six-satellite 
system. Statsionar-D. which we expect will relay d igi
ta l military data.~ 

64. We expect th,• entire Statsionar, Statsionar-O. 

Gals, Volna, Volna-M. Luch. Lud1- P, and More geo
synchronous communications satellite networks to be 
completed by the early 1990s. Although the Soviets 
have filed fo r more than .JO s:ite llites (see figure I\' - l2). 
we believe they could meet their geosynchronous 
requirements with as few as 20 satell ites carrying 

hybrid payloads. l11 addition to these new networks we 
expect improvements i11 . . . tes 

CIA Statute used in the Molniya orbits. 

65. In addition lo lhe comsat networks we expect a 
three-satellite Potok data transmi. sion 

25X1 
three-satellite data relay system (SDRS) 1 

25X1 25X1 
are esigne to transmit digital in ormation between 

central Earth statio ns and peripheral Earth stations. 
The purpose of these systems remains unclear but may 
include military missions. The SDRsis d esigned to 
relay data from low-orbiting satellites including Sal-

. withheld per 25X1 
Such a system 

greatly improve the real-time control of low• 
orbiting satellites a nd their timelytransmission of data. 
Potential applications include the real-time transmis
sio11 of data from low-orbit ing intelligence collectors. 
timely redirection of collection activities a nd on

66. New Soviet comsat systems will use advanced 
communications induding computer and data trans
mission technologies that will result in more reliable 
communications with higher data capacities to an 
increasing number of use rs. Also. spread spectrum 
signa ls will provide better security By 1990 
withheld per 25X1ex pect that lasers will be 
used experimentally for intersatelliteintersatellite relay and possi
bly with other comsat systems to achieve even greater 
bandwidth and communicat ion, security We project 
a n ad vanced Soviet communications satell ite system 
will be put into o rhit in the early-to-middle 1990s and 
operate at higher f requencies up to 30 GHz, and will 
have increased capacities over current systems. These 
srstems could support the expanding I . I . 

CIA Statute programs and real-time sensor satellites. 

67. 25X1 

IV-19 
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Figure IV- 12 
Soviet Geostationary Communications Satellite Network 
Filings With International Frequency Registration Board 
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1an e extremely broadband , short-duration signals. 
Sucl1 a system could enhance the security and surviv

ability of SSBNs on pa trol. There is a moderate 
likelihood that testing of laser communications compo• 

nents will take p lace in space in the la te 1980s or early 
1990s. pe rhaps on board a manned space station. T his 

tests are success u an su icienl resources 
are committed, a small network of laser satellite-to· 
submarine communications sat CIA Statute .••. 
lio11al as early as the mid-1990s 

Navigation 

68. Naval support satellite (NAAVSAT) systems pro 
vide Soviet naval forces 25X1 

The second-generation system, 

orbits 
wittheld per 25X1ccor mg lo a 
SAT 3 system (four satellites in near-Earth orbi t) has 
the purpose uf providing navi 

69. In July 1982 a NAVSAT 3 eq uipped with two 
special radio transponders for relaying distress signals 
from ships and aircraft was p laced into orbit as part of 
the joint US Soviet, Canadian, and French COSPAS
SARSAT program. The Soviet project is administered 
by the Ministry of the Merchant Fleet and utilizes 
three ground sta tions in the Soviet Union to process the 
signals transponded by the satellites. The location 
accuracy for emerg I I reported ! y 
within 2 kilometers. CIA Statute 

70. In early 1982 the Soviets filed with the FRB for 
a Global Naviga tion Satellite System. These filings 
state that the GLONASS network is designed fo r 
worldwide aircraft and maritime radio navigation, 
and it will have 11i11e to 12 satellites. However we 
judge tha t the full GLONASS network will eventually 
consist of 24 satellites in order to provide three
dimensional position (latitude, longitude, and altitude) 
accuracies to within at least 30 meters-considerably 
better than that provided by NAVSA T 2 and 3. In 
addition a GLONASS user will be able to obtain 

IV-2 1 

velocity informatio11, a capabili 
by current navigation satellites. withheld per CIA Statute 

7J. Three GLONASS devclnpmental satellites were 
launched in 1982 by a single SL- 12 Proton launch 
vehicle. Since the initial launch, five more sets of three 
have been orbited into two of the three planes that t he 
full GL.ONASS network is x 

An operational network of nine to 
12 satellites is likely to be established by 1987. A 
network of this size could be adequate for certai n 
users, such as ships or aircraft that can supplement the 
satellite data with information from an onboard atom
ic clock or a precision altimeter. However, a 24-
sa tell ite network is needed to ensure that a worldwide 
three-dimensional posilio11 fix capability is available to 
all potential users. ould be

CIA Statute. • .established by 1988 

See NIE I I-3/8/84/85 Vol. II. for additional discussion.(v) 
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1that such operational 

available until 
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- The system i, inherently difficult to attack be 
cause of the large number of satellites i11 the 
constellation and because they are deployed at 

high altitude. 

- The Soviets probably assess that the United States 

has the technological prowess to develop AS.ATs 

capable of attack ing large numbers of high-

55 

But they probably also realize 
sy stems .,re· unlikely to be 

the mid-to-late 1990s. 

CIA Statute 

75. The Soviets have shown a trend toward using 

multiple payloads on some spacecraft It is possible 
that the operationalGLONASSsatellites will also carry 

secondary payloads. such as a communications pack
age or a nuclear detection system. Soviet scientists 

ffromthe institute of Phy sics at Moscow State Universi 

ty published results of studies involving particle detec-

tors on GLON.\SS precursors The report confirmed 

another si m ilarity between the development programs 

for the GLONASSsystem and the US Global Posi t ion

ing System (GPS). which is capable of detecting nucle 
ar detonations. Based upon t thescientific report and a 
perceived Soviet need for such a system. we judge 

there is a moderate probability tha t future operational 

GLONASS satellites will be configured to provide thr 

Soviets with their first global nuclear burst detecdetection 

capability. (withheld per CIA Statute)withheld per CIA Statute 

76. Even af ter GLONASS is operational. the NAV-

SATT 2 system probably will be retained to support 

navigation requirements of the Soviet Navy :\':\VSATT 
3. however, is used by the merchant fleet and could 

easily be replaced by GLONASS 

77.Currently the l S Transit navigation satellite 

system isused by Soviet ships lo supplement their own 
Doppler navigation satellites We expect continued 

Soviet procurement of Westernreceivers, so that 
Soviet ship, and possibly a ircraft in the• fut ure could 

CIA Statute use the US Gl'S for navigation 

Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy 

78. Geodetic and photographic-geophysicalPHO 
TOGEO satellites were developed lo improve maps, 
charts, and Earth gravitational models, which are 
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required for a variety of military missions, including 
precise targeting information for ballistic missiles: 

- Geodetic satellites (GEOSATs). These are used 
lo develop and refine geodetic and gravitational 
models of the Earth. CEOSATs we re first 
launched in 1968. The second-ge11eration GEO
SAT program, begun in 1981, provides more 
accurate measurements of the Earth's shape and 
gra vitational field. 

- PPHOTOGEO satellites These satellites. de
signed to collect mapping and geophysica l data 

on 11·orl<lwi<le ocean a nd land surfaces. were fi rst 
launched in 1971. O ther photoreconnaissance 
satellites also provide useful information lo Soviet 
cartographers. The second-gen 
GEO was i11troduced in 1981. 

Used in conjunc tion with each other , new
generation geodetic a11d photogeophysical sa tellites 
can provide the data needed to develop an improved 
gravitational Earth model. Earth-surface grid system, 
and more accurate missile launch and target points. 
lmprovementsin SLBM accuracy require refined data 
on local gravity in the vicini ty of the launch p latform. 
GEOSAT-2s are making radar altimetry measure
ments ovt:r ocean regions that include Soviet SSBN 
patrol areas; accurate measurement of the geoid in 

Soviets launched the first of a third-generation, low
altitude meteorologicalsatellite system. Meteor 3. The 
satellite, orbi ting at a higher altitude than previous 
systems, will provide worldwirle covera e on a dail 
basis. 

8 1. Eventually, a three-tier meteorological satellite 
system will be developed consisting of a low-a ltitude 
manned space station. medium-altitude satellites (the 
current Melear 2 series and/or future Meteor 3 series), 
and a system of geostationary sate llites. The Geosta
tionary Operational iMeteorological System (GOMS) 
originally was scheduled for launch in 1978 in support 
of the G lobal Atmospheric Research Prog ram, but has 
been delayed because of technica l problems. There 
was strong evidence in 1982 that a GOMS launch was 
planned for 1983. but to date none has been al .m -
ed, 

or a three-satellite 
COMS network. positioned at 76 degrees East . 14 
degrees West, and 166 degrees East. Soviet planners 
will thus have access to more timely cloud-cover data 
over the Indian Ocean and most of Europe, Africa. 
and Asia than are provided by the Meteor 2s, which 
typically pass within ra11ge of a given location every 
six hours. GOMS also will reportedly relay Meteor 2 

cloud-cover imagery, allowing reception in the Soviet 
Union of real-time or near-real-lime cloud-cover data 
over a larger portion of the Earth than cou ld be 
achieved by either the Meteor 2 or GOMS systems 
independently This capability would be useful for 
optimizing the use of Soviet photoreconnaissance satel-
lites. The filings for GOMS that 
satellite would be 

these areas rnuld be used to improve the gravity Earth Resources 
for submarine inertial navigation systems.withheld per CIA Statute 
Meteorological 

130. Meteor 2 satellites with two to four operational 
satellites typically in orbit, provide meteorological 
data both for civil weather forecasting and military 
support. Probable military fu11ctions include schedul
in~ and routing aircraft and shins, executing force 
movements, scheduling tests of optical devices that 
propagate through the atmosphere, such as lasers, and 
sc:heduling ot her operations and exercises. Another 
possible use includes support for Soviet photorecon-
naissance sa tellite targeting. In October 1985 the 

82. The USSR has filed for a two-satellite Earth 
Hesource Survey System tailed SSIPR. The first opera
tional satellite in th is system could be launched at any 
time and called will use sensors being developed and 
tested on the Meteor-Pri roda (Met-P) spacecraft. These 
sensors are electro-optical. multispectralscanning de
vices with resolutions comparable to those provided by 
US Landsat D satellites. The SSIPR. like the Met-P 
satellites, will be launched into sun-synchronous orbits 
to maximize good lighting conditions for imaging. The 
first SSIPR is expected to be launched in 1986-88. We 
expect an operational land r CIA Statute ..be available in about 1988-89 
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Colibro tion 

83. Radar support satellites (RADSATs) have been 
used since the early 1960s to calibrate ABMengage 
ment radars located around Moscowand Saryshagan. 

RADSAT 3s were introduced in 1976, and conduct 
multipurpose missions. including ABM radar calibra 
tion. training activities command system checkout fnr 
various satellite systems as well as resea..arch and 
development act ivities. 

87. "Six Pack." Two groups ol sixsatellites Cosmos 

1617-1622 and Cosmos 1690-1695 were launched into 

89. Cosmos 1543 Type. Cosmos 1543 wasla1111L"lit·d 
on IO \ lart"h l 1984ffromPlesetsk 25X1 

90. Cosmos 1645 Tvve. Cosmos 1645 was launched 

the Soviets 1i11 TASS as a space material science 

satellite 25X1 
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CHAPTER V 

MANNED SPACE ACTIVITIES 

a system it could not have otherwise developed until 

the 1990s. The tra nsfer of Western space technology to program and has provided valuable experie nce in 

the Soviet Union is discussed in detail in chapter timespace stalion maintenance and repair. Furthermore, in 

Y-1 

TCS 5330-85/ll Top See, c l 

Current Projects 

l. Since I 980, manned space programs havr in

creased substantiallr and now account for about one

fourth of the total costs of Soviet space efforts. The 

size. scope, and integrated nature of Soviet manned 
space activitiesis impressive. We estimate that within 

three years, and possibly as soon as next yea r, the 
Soviets will have established a permanent manned 
presence in space. The comprehensive Soviet manned 
program will probably consist of several functionally 

interrelated components includi ng: 

- lnitially a modular space station for a crew of 
three to I 2 persons. 

- Later on. a large space station for a crew of 12 to 
20 persons. 

- A reusable space shuttle orbiter, which will be 
launched by the SL-W heavy-lift launch vehicle. 

- A space plane . which, if developed will probably 

be launched by an SL-X-16 launch vehicle. 

- And, probably, a reusable space tug for satellite 

orbital transfer. 

Inherent in these pro 
• •phy thatCIA Statute. • 

emphasizes flexibility 

2. To a large extent. recent developments in the 
Soviet manned space program reflect US concepts and 

designs and confi rm the substantial transfer of US 
technology. For example. prototypes of the Soviet 
space plane closely resemble US lifting-body research 

1970slfll 
Even more 
ttle orbiter 

that appears identical in many respects to the US space 

shuttle. Bycapital izing on US designs a nd technology, 
the USSR was able to achieve in a rela tively short time 

Salyut Space Stations 

3. Senior Soviet offic ia ls and scientists have repeat

edly stated a nationa l goal of having continuously 

manned space stations. Since l.971, Soviet space sta

tions have been in orbit nearly conti nuously, periodi
cally occupied by Soviet cosmonauts (see figure V -1 ). 

Salyuts 3 and 5 were prirnaril 

primarily scienti fic purposes, although some military 

research was performed. Salyuts 6 and 7 conducted 
both 

4. T he Salyut systems have brought the USSR 

worldwide recognition as rhe leader in long-duration 

manned space flight. Crews aboard Salyut 7 logged 
more man-days in three >'ears-owr 1,.500-than have 

been logged in the entire US space program. In l 982 
the first crew to visit Salyut 7 stayed for 211 days, and. 

in 1984 the third crew stayed 237 days, b reaking a ll 
previous records. (u) 

5. Salyut 6 remained in orbit fo r a lmost five years 

and was manned 38 percen t of the time. Thus far, 
Salyut 7 has been in use fo r three years and has been 
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Figure V-1 
S oviet Space Station Program 
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military mission space station module -withheld per CIA Statute
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September the Soviets conducted the first s1x1c,' space 
crew rotation another importa nt step i11 establishinga 
permanent manned presence in orbit. unlike previous 
space st.1tio11s. Salyuts Ii and .7 were equipped with a 
second docking port to accomodate Soyuzspacecraft 
or progress nonrecoverable resupply spacecraft used 
to replenish all consumables oxygen food. and (fuel) 
and to deliver replacement parts and equipment The 
capability In resupply consumables was necessary for 
th,· long-term missions and the cosmonauts· ability to 
do extensive repair and maintenance work has been 
essential to achieving such long-duration missions 

25X1 
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